Subject Management Documentation Index

The purpose of the page is to serve as a central index for documentation pertaining to the Subject Management systems, applications, and processes.

*Please note that this page and related pages are being developed as part of the CIM Courses Project and are subject to change.*
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Subject Management Overview

- Container/Template Subject Structure - details the tables, concepts, and functionality used to manage information pertaining to MIT Subjects.
- Subject Management Business Rules - business rules that apply to Subject Management related systems, applications, and processes.
- Subject Management Master Data Flow Diagrams - contains master data flow diagrams for subjects in the proposed and approved states
- Application Structure - contains mit-subjects application structure
- Subject Management Authorizations - list of the authorizations necessary to access Subject Management applications

User Interfaces

- CIM Courses Documentation - describes processes relevant to administering, troubleshooting, and testing in CIM Courses.
- SCASUBJI User Interface - allows creation and editing of an approved subject's data
- Subject Management SDM Forms - new SDM forms were created to maintain configuration data for subjects
- Term Plan user interface - allows editing of a subject's term plan information

Critical Dates

- Subject Management Critical Dates

Subject Management API

- Subject Management API General Information and Key Processes - documentation about Subject Management API General Information and Key Processes
- Subject Management API System Rules - documentation about the system rules enforced by the Subject Management API
- Subject Management API Backfill Queue Generation - document about Subject Management API backfill queue generation logics
- Subject Management API - System rules for Security - documentation about the Security and authorization
- Subject Requisites - documentation about subject requisites

CIM Courses Integration

- CIM Courses Inbound Feed Processing - documentation about the inbound subject data feed from CIM Courses
- [Subjects Feed to CIM-Courses]
- User Provisioning Feed to CIM-Courses

Batch Jobs

- List of Batch Jobs in Anypoint

Backfill

- Backfill Overview Overview - general documentation about CIS and MITSIS backfill
- CIS Backfill - CIS Backfill Technical documentation.
- MITSIS Backfill - MITSIS Backfill Technical documentation.

**Downstream Application Integrations and Processes**

- Catalog Year Annual Fall Rollover - documentation about the Catalog Year Annual Fall Rollover
- MITSIS Annual Rollover
- Online Subject Listing Documentation - documentation about the Online Subject Listing.
- Scheduling

**Automated Testing**

- Subject Management Automated Testing Process - describes the Automated Testing process, links to developer info
- Subject Management - Automated Test Case Index - documentation relating to the automated test cases developed as part of the CIM Courses project

**Troubleshooting and Resource Information**

- Known Behaviour and Decisions - lists decisions discussed with the Registrar regarding subject creation/edits/backfill
- Subject Management - Troubleshooting and FAQ
- Business Support Queue - The list of tickets moves to the Business Support Queue after project closure.
- Subject Management Gliffy Diagrams - general area where Gliffy diagrams are created, edited, and stored
- CIM Courses Project Documentation - documentation about the CIM Courses Project. Details project needs, solutions, and decisions.